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TORUNN STEINSLAND has always
crocheted and learned how to knit as
well when she had children. HANNE
ANDREASSEN HJELMÅS is a
photographer and takes all the photos
for KlompeLOMPE and designs our
pattern books. The authors' goal is to
design great knitting patterns for
children and adults, patterns for
garments that fit well, are nice to wear
and can be worn for a long time. The
KLOMPELOMPE-series has passed a
total print run of 500 000 copies and
thirteen titles. All books have been
Norwegian best sellers.
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KlompeLOMPE makes knitting a party!
Here are patterns for both the beginner and the experienced knitter who wants to
impress a little extra. There are garments for the whole family.

The book is divided into six parts with different themes: CLASSIC KNITTING has
simple and elegant cuts in unique KlompeLOMPE style.  THE BEGINNER KNIT
is suitable for those who have just learned how to knit, or for those who wanted a
simple project while watching tv. THE KNITTED JACKET never goes out of
fashion, and here are exquisite models with two or more colours. Knitting a
patterned knitted jacket is a great way to use up the leftover yarn. STRUCTURE
KNIT gives an impressive expression without using multiple colours or difficult
techniques. EYELET STITCH Is one of the most delicate knits you can create, for
both baby and adult. Some of KLOMPELOMPE's most popular patterns are now
made as an eyelet stitch. The book also contains a chapter with FUN ANIMAL
PATTERNS - here you will surely find a favourite garment for the little ones.
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